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Aluminium arrows are a popular indoor arrow choice, but could
archers be missing out on something? Duncan Busby explains the
benefits of Carbon Express arrows

I

’ve been shooting Carbon Express
arrows for many years now and have
achieved some of my highest scores
with them, during both the indoor
and outdoor seasons. Without a doubt the
arrows you choose will have an enormous
effect on the outcome of your shooting, and
Carbon Express have played a huge role in
my many successes.
I am frequently asked why I shoot Carbon
Express over any other brand and what
makes them the arrow of choice for almost
every top compound archer in the UK
today; I hope to clarify the many innovations
and technologies that go into every set of
Carbon Express arrows to inspire you to try
something new this indoor season. I hope

that with this guide to Carbon Express’s
indoor range, there will be no reason not to
improve your game this season.
Although it is a long-established custom
to switch to aluminium shafts for indoor
shooting, this could be damaging to both your
score and your pocket. Aluminium arrows are
renowned for losing some spine over their
lifetime, and in a typical season the shafts
you use can weaken significantly through
the constant stresses exerted on them, and
exposure to particularly tough targets can
affect their straightness, producing kinks
and bends in the shaft not discernible to the
naked eye. This can mean that, should you
choose to shoot the same three arrows each
time, they will become significantly different

in their spine and straightness compared to
the rest of the set.
An arrow that no longer tunes to your bow or
cannot shoot straight will not produce a good
result, and after only one indoor season you
may be left with equipment that is inaccurate
and inconsistent. All-carbon shafts are much
more resistant to these negative effects and
no matter how hard a target you shoot them
into they will not bend.

What makes Carbon
Express different?
It’s a simple fact that arrows with consistent
spines ensure tighter groups downrange,
which help make a more accurate shooter.
Carbon Express arrows have the most
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consistent spines in the
industry; it’s the only brand to
laser sort every one of their target shafts to
ensure that all the arrows in a set have the
same spine tolerance. Each arrow’s spine
is laser checked to 1/10,000 of an inch to
ensure each set of arrows are within the
specific spine tolerance. This exclusive
process is unmatched by any other company,
and its use of only the highest grade carbon
fibre available guarantees that each arrow is
perfectly matched every time.
As well as accurately matching the arrow
spine, Carbon Express laser checks each of
its arrows’ straightness to ensure they meet
the strictest straightness tolerances in the
industry, and unlike most manufacturers,
its straightness tolerances of 1/10,000 of
an inch are maximum measurements – not
averages. Finally, it weight sorts its arrows
into precisely matched dozens to ensure you
receive the best matched
set of arrows money
can buy.

The Components
As I mentioned, Carbon Express supplies
a huge range of precision components
to compliment its arrows, many of
which are supplied by Soma. Soma is a
respected Korean company that makes
a wide range of high-quality equipment
for both recurve and compound archers,
and has been working with Carbon
Express for some years, making some of
the most adjustable and accurate arrow
components on the market.
For the indoor range Carbon Express
offers two kinds of precision point: the
traditional parabolic target point, available
in two different weights, has stood the
test of time and remains one of the most
popular designs today, and the most
recently introduced pin point; this point
is super-sharp and looks like the tip of a
pencil. The cone-shaped design is believed
to help eliminate any deflections caused by
hard indoor targets, allowing
you to maximise your
Weight adjustment wrench
score. It has been used by

The CXL Pro has been around for several years now, and is the
choice of many of the Carbon Express Pro archers. The latest
incarnation performs even better than its predecessors owing to
Carbon Express’ stringent selection process. CXLs are the lightest
line-cutting shaft in the Carbon Express range, and their large
diameter optimises a shooter’s ability to cut the line for a higher score
while meeting FITA’s maximum arrow diameter guidelines of 9.3mm.
They have been used to great effect to win some of the world’s
most prestigious indoor tournaments, and remain a favourite on
the US 3D circuit as well. The CXL is available in three sizes (350,
250 and 150) to fit any draw weight or length and come with a
great range of accessories including pin nock adaptors and weight
adjustable points.

X Buster

The X Buster is the first arrow in the Carbon Express line which
is specifically engineered to withstand the punishment arrows
receive from tough indoor targets. The X Buster was developed to
shoot indoor 18 metre/20 yard tournaments, and also conforms
to the 9.3mm FITA rule.
X Busters are heavier than most other carbon arrows, and the
additional weight eliminates the need for archers to lower their
poundage to obtain slower, more forgiving indoor speeds. Designed
to be 50 per cent stronger than other indoor target arrows, X
Busters will last longer without losing shooting performance or
accuracy, and are my arrow of choice for indoors. Again there is
a huge range of accessories available for the X Buster in order
to customise them to your set up. A relatively new arrow to the
Carbon Express line up, the X Buster is fast gaining the respect
of many international shooters who are putting their trust in them
when it comes to making that gold medal winning shot.

X Jammer-27 Pro

If you attend the Vegas tournament then you will love the X
Jammer-27 Pro. It is engineered to be the ultimate indoor
20 yard spot target arrow. With a 27/64” diameter, the X
Jammer is the largest diameter target arrow in the Carbon
Express line. Although it is too big for use in a FITA round,
the X Jammer is perfect for those who want maximum line
cutting ability in a light, perfectly-matched arrow. If you are
considering going to Vegas then you will want to take a set
of these with you.

Maxima Blue Streak Select

For those on a budget, the Maxima Blue Streak Select is
certainly an arrow to consider. Although it’s competitively
priced it has one of the tightest specifications for straightness
in the Carbon Express line, and as it is a little thinner than the
rest of the range it would also suit those who want to shoot
single-spot tournaments such as a Portsmouth or a Worcester.
Maxima Blue Streaks may be small on price, but they are big
on technology and share all of Carbon Expresses innovation
and build quality.

professional archers for several years now
and is fast increasing in popularity amongst
amateurs looking to improve their game.
In order to make their arrows as
customisable as possible, Carbon Express
supplies a range of screw-in weight

adaptors; available in 20, 45, 60 and 85 grain
increments. These screw into the back of
the point, allowing the archer to quickly and
accurately adjust their point weight without
having to buy several different sets of points
– invaluable when tuning your arrows.
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To further optimise this process, Carbon
Express has created an extra long weight
adjustment wrench which allows you to
change the screw-in weights through the back
of the arrow, meaning you no longer need to
melt the points out; this is much faster and
reduces the chances of causing heat damage
to the front of the arrow.
Along with the points, Carbon Express
supplies a range of nock systems. The CX
Precision nock fits directly into the back of
the arrow, and is a precision-made, perfectly
balanced nock designed to align precisely to
the arrow to ensure perfect straightness.
One of its more unique items is the pin
nock adapter. Many manufacturers only
supply large insert nocks for their indoor
shafts, but Carbon Express has designed a
highly accurate premium-grade aluminium
pin which allows you to use any standard pin
nock on the market. As pin nocks use less
plastic they are less likely to lose their shape
or consistency, allowing you to use the same
nock for longer without losing accuracy. The
perfect companion to the pin nock adapter is
the Soma pin nock. Made from super durable
polycarbonate, the Soma pin nock is one of
the toughest nocks around, and it comes
in two sizes to suit all string and serving
thicknesses – this is my personal choice of
nock for both indoor and outdoor shooting.
Lastly, for those of you who shoot single
spot tournaments, Carbon Express supplies
an invaluable component, the nock collar. This
lightweight aluminium collar fits over the back
of the arrow and is held in place by the nock
or pin. The nock collar protects the back of
the arrow from impact damage, which can
dramatically increase the life of your arrows,
ensuring you get many seasons of use out of
your new investment.

Unique Carbon Express
Technologies

Soma pin nock

Where do I get them?

There are several shops in the UK
currently stocking Carbon Express arrows
and components:
For the main stockist go to The Archery
Company:
www.thearcherycompany.com or

• Buff Tuff – Carbon Express’ exclusive
patented process that integrates a superstrong outer layer to the arrow shaft, providing
the world’s toughest and quietest carbon
arrow finish.
• Buff Tuff Plus – This exclusive patented
process integrates a 100% high-modular
carbon weave into the outer layer of an arrow
for excellent strength and durability.
08707 817328.
Also check out Merlin Archery Centre:
www.merlinarchery.co.uk or call
01509 233555 to check for availability.
Bowsports also stock a small range
of Carbon Express arrows: www.
bowsports.com.

• Diamond Weave – The flagship of
Carbon Express’s exclusive patented outer
layer processes, made with 100 per cent
diamond weave carbon to provide the
ultimate in arrow stiffness and unparalleled
spine consistency.
• Bulldog Nock Collars – Carbon Express’
exclusive feature that protects arrows from
nock and impact damage. Created from
aircraft grade aluminium, the Bulldog nock
collar is specifically designed to fit over the
back end of the arrow shaft, providing a
barrier if struck by another arrow as well as
superior durability.
• C X Precision Nocks – Manufactured to
the highest standards of consistency, the new
CX Precision nock ensures precise four axis
straightness and delivers maximum power
transfer and the truest flight. With a 0.244”
inside diameter and proper grip and throat
opening, it’s a perfect match for today’s high
speed bow strings.
• Dual Spine Weight Forward – Dual
Spine Weight Forward technology is a
breakthrough in arrow design that delivers
unparalleled precision and performance.
The fusion of two different carbon materials
creates two spines in one arrow, resulting in
rapid recovery and superior accuracy. This is
featured on all Maxima series of arrows.

More than meets eye
There is much more than meets the eye
when it comes to the Carbon Express range.
From their innovative components to their
highly accurate and robust arrows, Carbon
Express have built a range of products that
will stand up to both the toughest of targets
and highest level of competition. Their range
is being used by some of the biggest names
in international compound archery as well as
nearly all of the top UK compound archers;
most recently six out of the eight compound
finalists at the Face 2 Face tournament in
Amsterdam got to the podium by using
Carbon Express!
So when you are looking to buy your
next set of indoor arrows, why not consider
investing in Carbon Express? Not only will
they last longer, but you may pick up a few
points as well.
Good shooting. 

Nock collar
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